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Ecological modelling is the use of systems analysis and simulation to mimic complex

ecological systems by summarizing available relevant information. The process includes

the development of conceptual andquantitativemodels, and the evaluation anduse of the

model to answer the specific questions for which the model was built.

Introduction

Ecology is the science of the relationships between organ-
isms and their environment, which comprises biotic and
abiotic elements. Ecologists hold that these relationships
are structured by hierarchies consisting of successive levels
of organization (Odum, 1998). The ecosystem, an organ-
izational level or layer of nature, is considered to be the
lowest level containing all biotic and abiotic elements
required to ‘perform functions’ (Tansley, 1935; Odum,
1998). The combination of these elements leads to emer-
gent properties, i.e. the function of an ecosystem tran-
scends the sum of its individual components. A simple
illustration of this concept is a watershed. The func-
tions performed by a watershed transcend the sum of all
its geographical, botanical and hydrological properties.
In other words, even if all elements of a particular water-
shed were precisely understood, one could still not infer
the function of the entire system without an explicit un-
derstanding of the functional interrelationships of its
elements. This example demonstrates that spatial and
temporal scales of the ecosystem are defined according
to the objectives of the ecosystem study (see Jørgensen,
2002, p. 10).

There is no doubt that anthropogenic influences now
pervasively dominate the change of ecosystems. Human-
induced change of ecosystems has produced the mass
extinction of species and has caused environmental
degradation (in the sense of vital functions of ecosys-
tems being damaged) across the planet. These detrimen-
tal developments may even manifest themselves at
the level of global climate change. Consequently, ecosys-
tem management (Odum, 1998), albeit an ill-defined
activity, is becoming a necessity. Humans manage
complex systems by creating models (Forrester, 1961)
because management must be based on information
and functional understanding. Accordingly, ecological
modelling is essential for the management of ecolo-
gical systems. Typically, ecological models are imple-
mented as mathematical (i.e. abstract) models of real
ecosystems.

Reality and Real Systems

Ecological or ecosystemmodels are defined as abstractions
of real systems (Jeffers, 1988). Reality comprises all things
that are tangible. Theword ‘system’, in its originalmeaning,
denotes the purposeful aggregation of parts – obviously in
human perception. One could argue, therefore, that a
system that is the object of an ecological model is already a
model, i.e. a picture of reality simple enough to be under-
stood by humans. Accordingly, the distinction between
system and model is, in the strict sense, not appropriate.
However, in line with conventional terminology (Jeffers,
1988), we define ‘model’ as a simplified description of a
system. The most important required characteristic of a
model is to conserve an appropriate representation of func-
tion (emergent properties) of the system of interest. As the
model is an abstraction, some details of the description of
the system of interest can be omitted, but the description of
system function arising from emergent properties may not.
A model is developed as the result of systems analysis.

Systems Analysis

The Merriam Webster Dictionary Online (2002) defines
systems analysis as ‘the act, process, or profession of stud-
ying an activity (as a procedure, a business, or a physio-
logical function) typically by mathematical means in order
to define its goals or purposes and to discover operations
and procedures for accomplishing them most efficiently’.
However, decomposing a system in such a way that a sim-
plified model conserving emergent properties can be con-
structed is not a formalized scientific method. Its result (the
model) is also typically not static: knowledge tends to grow,
perspectives change, and new information may modify old
‘laws’. Decomposing a system for the construction of a
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model is equivalent to reducing the dimensionality of
observed reality (data). Two fundamentally different
approaches to the reduction of dimensionality in cause–
effect relationships exist: statistics (applied to data gener-
atedbyexperimental research followingPopper (1966)) and
systems analysis. Both apply an interpretation framework
to observed data (containing dependent and independent
variables), but only systems analysis attempts to describe
functionality explicitly. However, there is a symbiotic re-
lationship between experimental research (statistics) and
systems analysis: frequently the attempt to construct a
model identifies knowledge gaps leading to new hypotheses
and subsequent experimental research. In turn, data from
experimental research are essential for the construction of
models. Figure1, adaptedwith permission fromGrant et al.,
(1997), attempts to position systems analysis relative to
physics and statistics. One could argue that a situation of
‘Few Data, Good Understanding’ is not really possible.
This will be addressed below. In this context, it is relevant to
consider certain pitfalls faced by those who believe they are
applying Karl Popper’s understanding of science to the
biological or ecological disciplines. They must answer the
question of whether Popper’s two principal requirements –
i.e. theories must be (1) universal and (2) falsifiable – apply
to hypotheses formulated as probability statements, as it
occurs so often in ecology. Dolby (1982) presented an in-
depth discussion of this issue.

Systems analysis includes testing of and experimentation
with models. This again illustrates that systems analysis
and modelling is an iterative process. Often in ecology,
systems that cannot be subjected to experimental research
are modelled. In fact, the magnitude, complexity and slow
(relative tohuman lifespan) changeofmany ecosystemsare
amajormotivation of ecologicalmodelling. Consequently,
the development of a conceptual model is particularly
challenging.

Conceptual Model

The construction of a simulationmodel requires describing
the components of a system and their interrelationships
such that events and processes occurring in the system can
be represented in the model. Therefore, the conceptual
model is also a definition of the boundaries of the resulting
simulationmodel. An explicit understanding of the bound-
aries of the model is essential for defining the level of res-
olution (the lowest level onwhich elements andprocesses of
the system of interest are described) and the level of aggre-
gation (how results of the model are represented). By
necessity, the construction of a conceptual model of an
ecosystem depends on the intended use of the model. How-
ever, available data often determine the details of the
implementation of a conceptual model. Consequently, the
level of resolution of the model may not match the require-
ments defined by the conceptual model. In such a situation,
it is essential to document the level of agreement of the
conceptual model with the implemented mathematical
model. This documentation is oftenmissing. See Jørgensen
and Bendoricchio (2001) for additional discussion.
There are four model archetypes: static vs. dynamic and

empirical vs. mechanistic. Static models do not consider
systems changing over time. Examples include certain
optimization models (linear programming). Dynamic
models are based on time-dynamic relationships. An
example would be a hydrological model of a watershed
describingwater yield andwater quality changes by a set of
time-dynamic differential equations, e.g. as functions of
precipitation, geology, vegetation and management.
The focus of empirical models is prediction, typically at

low levels of resolution with processes and events highly
aggregated. Mechanistic models attempt to explain by an
explicit formulationof causal relationships. In practice, the
distinction between empirical andmechanistic is blurred in
ecological modelling because it depends on the level of
resolution of the model. It is therefore inappropriate to
use either category in the description of models without
reference to the level of resolution and intended applica-
tion scope.
The elements of a conceptual model (state, driving and

auxiliary variables,material and information transfers, and
sources and sinks) as defined by Forrester (1961) constitute
the descriptive formalism ofmost ecologicalmodels (Grant
et al., 1997). However, other descriptive formalisms, e.g.
based on energy flows (Odum, 1972) or causal input–out-
put networks (Patten, 1978; Fath and Patten, 1999), have
been proposed. Fath et al., (2001) recently attempted a
synthesis of various descriptive formalisms following the
‘orientor’ approach, i.e. descriptive formalisms based on
the formulationof organizingprinciples transcending levels
of organization from microcosm to landscape.
The descriptive formalism provides the basis for the

translation of the conceptual model into a mathematical
model, the experimental unit of ecological modelling.
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Figure 1 Comparison of differentmethods to solve problems, depending

on the relative level of understanding of and the relative amount of data
available for the system (from Grant et al. (1997), modified from Starfield

and Bleloch (1991)).
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Mathematical Model

The description of an ecosystem in a mathematical model
allows one to simulate the real system, i. e. applying rules of
inference based on a formal representation of the ecosystem
of interest to the ecosystem itself. Accordingly, the mathe-
matical model of an ecosystem combines a specification of
observables and their interrelationships such that emergent
properties (ecosystem function) are conserved (Casti, 1992);
in other words, an ecosystem E is mapped into a formal
systemM (themathematicalmodel).Then, rulesof inference
ofMareused toderivenewtheoremsonE; i.e. predictionsof
E are based on the rules contained inM (Casti, 1992). Casti
(1992) was careful to discuss Gödel’s incompleteness theo-
rem in the context ofmodels of systems, i.e. the impossibility
ofusing the elements andrules of a formal systemtoprove its
own consistency. This is a relevant consideration in the
evaluation of model qualification (see below).

For the purpose of ecological modelling, an important
practical distinction is betweenmodels that canbe solved in
closed form (have analytical solutions) and those that re-
quire numerical solutions (must be simulated). Ecosystems
are generally too complex to be amenable tomodels having
analytical solutions with currently available computing
devices. Therefore, the most common representation of an
ecosystem is a simulation model. Time dependence is of
interest in most ecological models. Consequently, the for-
mulation of ecological models is usually in the form
of a time-dependent difference equation or differential
equation models.

Since a mathematical model, being an abstraction of an
ecosystem, contains only a subset of observables of the
ecosystem and their interrelationships, it follows that a
general definition of appropriateness of the model is not
possiblewithout explicit evaluationof the level of agreement
between model and system with respect to the intended
application of the model. Casti (1992) presented a theoret-
ical discussion of the evaluation of equivalence of two dif-
ferent models of a natural system. A Technical Committee
of the Society forComputer Simulation International (SCS,
1979) defined the domain of intended application of the
conceptualmodel as the prescribed conditions forwhich the
conceptual model is intended to match reality.

Model Domain

Ecological models have two domains: the domain of
the theoretical model and the domain of the implemented
mathematical model. This distinction is not necessarily
intuitive to nonpractitioners. Numerical simulation mod-
els, the vast majority of ecological models, require the
evaluation of their solutions over a wide parameter space
for two reasons: (1) to define the match of simulated
with observed data and (2) to identify parameter combi-
nations producing model results incompatible with the

natural system modelled. This exercise demarcates the do-
main of the implemented mathematical model. May’s
(1976) paper on unexpected nonlinear behaviour of simple
deterministic equations not only gave rise to the prolifer-
ation of work in chaos theory applied to biological phe-
nomena, but also demonstrated the need for a careful
testing of equation systems over wide parameter spaces
in general.
The more difficult topic is the domain of the theoretical

model, as its definition requires describing clearly the
intended use of the ecological model. A key component of
this description would be communicating the operational
objective of the model. In principle, there are four
operational model objectives: to understand, to predict,
to compare and to optimize. Dependent on the available
information about the system under study, different oper-
ational objectives may require substantially different
algorithms and types of mathematical model. As an
example, if explicit optimization of a resource allocation
problem in ecosystem management is required, three
approaches may be pursued: linear programming, dynam-
ic programming, and using a simulationmodel as objective
function in an optimum seeking design. These approaches
differ vastly in the level of complexity they generate
for model construction, implementation and experimen-
tation. Obviously, linear programming requires time con-
stancy of the relationships employed, while dynamic
programming would be rather severely limited as to the
level of detail that could be considered in the model, rel-
ative to dynamic modelling with an optimum seeking de-
sign (using a simulation model as the objective function).
However, the first question to be addressed must always
be an evaluation of whether the operational model objec-
tive(s) is (are) commensurate with the information avail-
able for the systemof interest. For example, it would not be
a useful exercise to develop an optimization model of an
ill-defined ecosystem. However, the construction of a
dynamic simulation model might help in understanding
this system of interest. The operational objectives
(optimization versus understanding) are different;
however, available data decide the choice of a sensible
model type.
We cannot formulate general prescriptions other than

suggesting that the complete documentation of the model
domain is an essential element of ecological modelling.
This requirement is frequently not met. Consequently, the
evaluation of suitability to task (does the model have the
capabilities to achieve its analytical goals?) of published
ecological models is often arduous, and sometimes next to
impossible.
The level of agreement between model and reality must

be consistent with the domain of intended application
and the purpose forwhich themodel was built (SCS, 1979).
Both the domain of intended application and the
level of agreement are essential components of model
qualification.
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Model Qualification

Despite numerous and growing attempts at formulating
objective methods (see the corresponding section in
Further Reading), the evaluation of the level of agreement
betweenmodel and reality depends on subjectivemeasures.
SCS (1979) defined model qualification as the ‘determina-
tion of adequacy of the conceptual model providing an
acceptable level of agreement for the domain of intended
application’. Model verification and model validation
are frequently used terms for evaluations of the match
of mathematical model data with real data. Many
authors (see the corresponding section in Further Read-
ing) suggest that ‘model validation’ is a matter of degree,
recognizing that the scientific method as defined by the
dominating view held by Popper (1966) does not accept
the possibility of proving hypotheses. Accordingly, Hol-
ling (1978) understood model validation as the ‘model in-
validation process’, i.e. an attempt to find a lack of
agreement between the model and the system of interest,
rather than the reverse.

Frequently, statistical methods are suggested to intro-
duce a measure of objectivity into model validation. As
statisticalmethods cannot prove a hypothesis to be correct,
this approach is clearly not appropriate, although certain
statistical evaluationsmayprovide useful information. For
example, testing the joint null hypothesis of a zero intercept
and unit slope in the regression of real-system output
on simulatedoutput has beenproposed, and is indeedoften
used to evaluate the ‘validity’ of an ecological simulation
model. Failure to reject this null hypothesis is interpreted
to mean that the model performs adequately with respect
to the prediction of the real-system data. Differing values
of either intercept or slope indicate the presence of additive
or multiplicative biases, respectively, in the simulated out-
put vis-à-vis the real-system output. This is an appropriate
approach, as long as it is maintained that failure to reject is
not equivalent to proof of validity: the test simply states
that simulated and real data are statistically equivalent.
Mitchell (1997) discussed potential pitfalls of regression
analysis applied to model validation. Obviously, minor
changes in parameters or model input data could drasti-
cally change this.

In view of the intractable confounding of methods and
philosophies found in the literature, we extend the above
definition of model qualification as follows: model qual-
ification (of ecological models) is the determination of the
extent of agreement between themodel and the ecosystems
under study. This process must consider the following lev-
els: agreement between conceptual model and intended
domain of application; agreement between conceptual and
mathematicalmodel; and agreement between output of the
mathematical model with data collected on the system of
interest. At every level, determinations of agreement must
explicitly consider operational objectives of the systems
analysis and modelling exercise.

We suggest replacing the ambiguous terms ‘verification’
and ‘validation’ with this definition ofmodel qualification.

Model Application

Details of model application are in general laid out by
model design and operational objectives. Grant et al.,
(1997)pointed out that themost frequent scenario is the use
of a simulation model to replace or complement field
experiments in the real world. Accordingly, well-planned
experimental designs are essential. Current computing
power allows huge factorial experiments with simulation
models; however, the need to analyse simulated data care-
fully suggests simplification of the design for specific
experimentation goals.
Often, the main purpose of building an ecological model

is to assemble knowledge and data into a picture that aids
understanding the system of interest. On the other hand,
some authors have stressed that modelling a poorly
understood systemdoes not always increase understanding
(Koopman, 1977). This view focuses on experimentation
with a model of a poorly understood system; however, it is
important to point out that the process of model building
may contribute more to understanding than the resulting
model itself. Factorial experimentation with such a model
is far less relevant or even sensible than an evaluation of the
effects of changes in parameters and input variables. This
sensitivity analysis (identification of elements of the system
of interest likely to have the strongest effect on system
dynamics) illustrates the iterative character of model
implementation and application. However, the interpre-
tation of data generated by sensitivity analyses of complex
dynamic models is not trivial. This becomes especially
clear when viewing sensitivity analysis in the context of
model calibration. Generally, parameters for ecological
models are available as ranges. In the case of deterministic
models (models that do not have random variables),
specific values must be chosen, usually based on compar-
isons with observed data from the system of interest. This
process is called calibration.However, there is no objective
method that could determine either specific values of
parameters or even specific parameters to be included in
the calibration process. The level of agreement between the
model andobserved data is not a sufficient criterion ifmore
than one parameter is involved, which is the norm. There-
fore, additional information, e.g. generated by Turing
tests, must be employed. Thus, model qualification and
application are not necessarily sequential steps, but may
have to be taken iteratively.

Application Example

Several compilations of examples of ecological modelling
applied to ecosystem research and management have
been published (see the corresponding section in Further
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Reading). We chose to present a recent example that illus-
trates the increasing importance of ecological modelling
for the study and management of ecosystems at the centre
of resource conservation conflicts. This applies in partic-
ular to situations characterized by sparse data and widely
divergent opinions about factors driving the issue at stake,
as is the case with the North-American sage grouse (Cent-
rocercus urophasianus) (Pedersen et al., 2003). This gall-
inaceous species inhabits the sagebrush (Artemisia spp.)
rangeland community of the North-American Great Ba-
sin. Sage grouse is being considered for inclusion on theUS
Federal Threatened and Endangered Species list because
its populations are declining across the entire range. The
dependency of sage grouse on sagebrush for food and
shelter makes it vulnerable to vegetation changes in sage-
brush communities. For over a century, the dominant use
of the sagebrush rangelands occupied by sage grouse has
been grazing of livestock, especially sheep. Management
for livestock includes periodic removal of sagebrush, usu-
ally by burning, to increase herbaceous production and
reduce sagebrush cover. If the sage grouse is listed, man-
agement regulations likely to cause considerable economic
impact will follow. Consequently, several groups, includ-
ing state and federal agencies, conservationists, ranchers,
citizens, sport hunters, falconers and Native Americans,
are becoming involved as stakeholders. In order to assist in
conflict mitigation and resource management for sage
grouse, Pedersen et al., (2003) developed a simulation
model with the active participation of stakeholders and
experts involved in the system. The objective was to obtain
a model that could be used to simulate different manage-
ment strategies and observe the effect of sheep grazing and
fire on the sage grouse populations.

Participatory model development

Stakeholders were invited to a workshop and charged with
the development of a conceptual model of a sage grouse
population. All participants had experience with sage
grouse, but from different perspectives. The group iden-
tified state variables (number of sage grouse, sagebrush
canopy cover, biomass of grass and forbs, number of
sheep), driving variables (precipitation as rain, snowfall),
and material transfers or flows (consumption of forbs by
sheep, egg laying, survival of grouse). During the work-
shop, participants translated the conceptual model into a
computer simulation environment using Forrester’s (1961)
descriptive formalism and symbols.

Model implementation and parametrization

Thismodelwas implemented as amathematicalmodel by a
team of scientists, in continuous interactionwith the work-
shop participants. This interactive process extended over
2 years. The system of interest that emerged from the

workshop was bounded spatially by an area encompassing
the movement of sheep as they are herded annually from
low elevation to higher elevation areas, which also include
the home range of a sage grouse population. The temporal
scale was defined as the length of time sufficient to repre-
sent the ecological succession associated with the sage-
brush community following a fire, roughly 60 years, with a
time step of 1 week. Important ecological relationships
included the influence of forb biomass and sagebrush can-
opy cover on nesting success and chick survival, the influ-
ence of cover on chick, juvenile and adult survival, the
effect of sheep grazing on forb biomass, and the role of
environmental conditions in determining growth of vege-
tation and availability of food for sage grouse. Important
temporal relationships represented in the model included
sagebrush community dynamics and sage grouse popula-
tion dynamics.

Model qualification

The model was evaluated by examining predictions of the
growth of the sagebrush canopy cover after fire, seasonal
dynamics of grass and forb biomass under historical en-
vironmental conditions, and sage grouse population dy-
namics associated with selected sagebrush canopy covers.
Simulated changes in sagebrush canopy cover following
fire correspondedwellwithqualitative reports of long-term
trends, simulated seasonal dynamics of herbaceous bio-
mass corresponded well with field data, and simulated re-
sponses of sage grouse population size and age structure to
changing sagebrush canopy cover corresponded well to
qualitative field observations.

Model application

Simulation results suggested that large fires occurring at
high frequencies may lead to the extinction of sage grouse
populations, whereas fires occurring at low frequencies
may benefit sage grouse if burned areas are small and sheep
grazing is absent. Sheep grazing may contribute to sage
grouse population decline, but is unlikely to cause extinc-
tion under fire regimes that are favourable to sage grouse.
The participatory character of model development,

evaluation and experimentation created a platform that
allowed stakeholders with divergent interests to cooperate
constructively in devising management strategies that en-
sure species survival under, and minimize, economic im-
pact. Model construction identified key knowledge gaps
and created a management tool in a sparse data situation.

Outlook

Ecological models have become indispensable for the re-
search and management of ecosystems on vastly different
scales. Models of global climate have gained acceptance to
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the point where their predictions serve as a basis for mul-
tilateral government agreements with potentially huge
economic implications. However, ecosystems are generally
so complex that sparse data and knowledge make the
development of models difficult. Rarely are ecological
models readily transferable to other, seemingly similar
ecosystems. These difficulties are not a deficiency of the
method itself, but the result of an insufficient understand-
ing of the systems of interest. Given that humankind is
conducting permanent unplanned experiments with eco-
systems on a global scale, ecological models are essential
for the development of future safeguards for our life sup-
port systems. However, as a scientific method, ecological
modelling stands to benefit considerably from strict
adherence to transparent standards of documentation
and implementation. Progress must be expected to be slow
because it depends on advances in the sciences contributing
to the knowledge captured in ecological models. Given the
urgency of better predictions of environmental change, the
current slow progress of ecological modelling should be
motivating and not deterring.
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